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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS

Boom! The market continues to deliver the unexpected conditions as re-sale, new home and rental inventory surge! This hyperactivity is coupled with rapidly cooling demand as interest rates jumped 2.5% in the past 90 days severely impacting affordability.
Adding to the chaos is the rapid increase in inflation caused by a strong economy with the Fed adding $3.8 trillion in new liquidity
in response to COVID-19 and lockdowns in 2020. Further, a strong housing market and rapid rise in basic material prices due
to disrupted supply chain was impacted by knee-jerk tariff polices implemented prior to the pandemic.
In spite of all this, the bottom line is that real estate remains the best hedge against inflation, so I’ll offer some additional insight
for winning strategies to navigate the ‘choppy waters’ ahead.
LUXURY MARKET: A great time to sell to bank some of the value appreciation gained in the last 2 years. Days on the market in
this $800k - $3M+ range is 13 – 21 days, so getting a contract in under 30 days is a reasonable expectation. That said, the
condition of the property should be up-to-date and move-in ready…maybe even turn-key because there is no limit to the cash in
this group coming off record corporate profits. Recent cash sales have exceeded $28M for a new spec home. Price needs to
track the market closely, so current sales should be the guide and leave some headroom to address price negotiation and maybe
even a bit of a concession heading into the final 6 months of the year.
BUYERS: Good news for buyers under $400k is the recent jump in supply. Some of this is related to the ibuyers like Opendoor
and Offerpad bringing significant inventory to the market. We are also seeing more new homes being listed and available on
the ARMLS listing system, which may indicate softening demand in some of the new home communities around the Valley.
Flippers are also very active in this price band bringing nice, updated inventory to the market. The bad news is affordability
has been seriously impacted with the 2.5% jump in mortgage rates knocking many buyers out of the market as prices continue
to rise. In addition, it is still a very strong seller’s market with days on market-to-contract under 14 days.
More good news as well for buyers in the $400k - $800k market as inventory has also surged a whopping 194% this quarter with
almost 8,200 active listing. This move-up market will continue to be a challenge with interest rates approaching 6%. Historically,
this is still a very good rate, but wages and incomes haven’t made much progress in decades and are no match for the rate that
doubled in 90 days. I keep working with my buyers to find opportunities, because home ownership represents the best
investment long term as a personal residence to build wealth or even better as an income property for future income and
retirement.

SELLERS: Without regard to the price point, sellers will be facing the headwinds of higher interest rates, stock market
corrections, inflation, and global uncertainties from the pandemic, war, and supply-chain disruptions. The appropriate response
is to price realistically based on recent sales without the expectation of prices continuing to rise at double digit rates. Buyers
will be picky with more choices, so ‘merchandise’ homes to sell as updated, refreshed, and move-in ready or be prepared to
negotiate on price and perhaps even offer buyer incentives! Days on the market is not a seller’s friend in this slowing market
and standing too long without a sale is a red flag of issues or an obvious miss on pricing.
LAND OPPORTUNITIES: Land continues to have strong demand as an alternative to competing in the run-away re-sale home
market. Buying a lot and building a new home is still a good option for some, although unlike the re-sale market, inventory is
shrinking rapidly, and they are not ‘making it anymore’! Exacerbating the situation are potential water issues like those plaguing
the Rio Verde submarket as the City of Scottsdale pulled the plug on supplying haul water to vendors servicing residents in the
area. Also, a good portion of the available lot inventory in the desirable northeast valley is impacted by flood plains which
severely impacts the lot from providing limited area for building to being completely unbuildable in the flood plain. Due diligence
is key, so I use my extensive experience in construction and land development to ferret out the best opportunity. A custom
build is good option but has an extended 18–24-month cycle from purchase to move-in which may not work for everyone.
KEY STATISTICS – Single-family homes:
Active Listings: 12,777 – up 128% YOY.
Listings Under Contract: 8,716– down 20% YOY and represents only 1.6 of a month’s supply.
Sales: 44,730 units – less than 2021 at this time, but on strong pace for another record year.
Sales Volume: $24.8B year to date, $3B more than the total volume for 2021.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS
The commercial real estate market is like a second hurricane, equally turbulent as the residential hurricane, but with different
conditions creating the storm. Inventory is severely constrained for sale and lease in all asset classes. Further, commercial
asset classes have a significantly longer build cycle of 1-3 years or more, so supply improvements are lagging.
Stock market performance and corporate profits remaining strong bode well for the short-term and long-term outlooks as demand
for space and land in Metro-Phoenix remains robust. The economic jolt from the impact of the pandemic is causing rapid
restructuring and repositioning in all commercial asset classes.
Each of the individual asset classes have nuances which are unique creating new opportunities for investment and challenges
for ownership which I’ll articulate in the commentary to follow.
Multi-family: Seemingly insatiable demand and unlimited funding are propelling the demand storm in this category. These market
dynamics are coupled with limited inventory even with 35,000 units in the construction pipeline. The mash-up has precipitated
compressed cap rates heading under 4% and a flurry of price shattering sales and flips. I think this is a great investment class
but urge patience and caution in evaluating new acquisitions especially if leverage is utilized. Rents appear to be leveling off
and a recent surge of new rentals in our local MLS indicates perhaps a plateau or correction on the horizon.
Medical Office: Best option for my clients in the medical industry because rates are still 6% or less for SBA funding providing
better return on capital and a great inflation hedge long term. Challenges are typically limited inventory and cost to complete
tenant improvements have soared. I am advising adjust to some trade-offs in the short run as the outlook for health care is
promising in the decade ahead.
Office: An abundance of available office for sale, lease and sub-lease creates a great opportunity for businesses restructuring
or relocating their on-site work force. Rentals rates remain competitive, and incentives are available with most deals. Tenant
improvement elements can limit some of the options because construction labor and supply chain issues persist. Here I am
advising clients to evaluate based on a 5-to-7-year planning horizon to leverage short-term opportunities that will yield long term
returns.
Industrial: This asset class is like a category 5 storm. Massive industrial leases, and sales, including industrial land are in the
local news almost daily. Expansion in electric vehicle, semiconductor, distribution, and logistics sectors is impacting all corners
of the Valley. Great investment asset class for the short term and an exceptional long-term outlook as more companies seek to
relocate and expand into our relatively low cost-of-living pro-business environment.
Retail: I portray the retail market as a region where the buildings were figuratively ‘damaged or completely flattened’ by the force
of the storm. Emerging is a robust new market featuring adaptive building reuse, expansion of restaurant and food service, and
aging regional malls being leveled to enable a rebirth of 21st Century mixed use including, retail, office, residential and
employment. The pace and scale is breathtaking and exhilarating. Exciting future for this asset class on the horizon.
Land: Thousands of acres are being acquired, planned, and set aside for industrial, distribution and employment…WOW! A big
deal because these investments feed residential and commercial real estate development, so the next decade is going to be
regionally expansive. I am advising buying land for current use or development but think purchasing land to hold for the next
generation is the ultimate approach to create generational wealth. This includes utilizing 50-year ground leases to create longterm appreciating cash flow.
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